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There’s no question that the love
affair with motorsport is alive and
well. But that needs clarifying:
people still love to compete even if
it is increasingly difficult to get the
public to the racetracks to watch.
That’s not a problem unique to SA,
though and nor is it unique to
motorsport.
We’ve had a lot of fun at the last two
Zwartkops Supertrax Sundays, stretching
the legs of our Toyota 86 Supercharged
and blowing some of my own cobwebs

Sole agencies:

out too! Needless to say, there were some
other RGMotorsport customers on track
and it is always heartening to see that our
conversions stand up to hard use.
At the end of March there were over
60 entries for a Michelin Cup event at
Zwartkops (on a Sunday!), including our
old friend Andy Maclaurin, in his 86
Supercharged which is quite possibly the
most ‘tracked’ 86 in the world – if there’s
an event he’s there, despite living in
Nelspruit.
The Michelin Cup takes the form of a

series of speed contests, including drag
races, time trials and skidpan gymkhanas.
All good fun, and you don’t need a
pukka race car to do it.
We’ve thrown our weight behind this
kind of ‘casual’ racing because it also
encourages the use of powerful cars in a
controlled environment. Long may it
continue, and we give a big thumbs-up
to the guys and girls behind the scenes
who make it happen.
Rob Green

HOW TIME FLIES!

PRODUCT FOCUS

IT KEEPS GOING RIGHT!
Numbers don’t lie, and the numbers show that the Hilux and Fortuner
continue to dominate their respective sectors in terms of sales, despite the
best efforts of their rivals!
While the GD-6 engine is now the standard, we have a full range of
conversions for owners of the previous-generation engine - the 3.0-litre D4D maxing out with a Stage Four which boasts a hybrid turbocharger upgrade and
enlarged intercooler. In this guise it pumps out an impressive 210kW and 600Nm.
While it might not be a case of “Warp Speed Mr Sulu”, it is going to tow your
boat, caravan, or trailer faster than it has ever been towed before.
The upgrade path starts with a package comprising a RGM-UniQ Unichip
multi-map option engine management tuning solution, boosting outputs to
155kW and 440Nm – from the factory figures of 120 and 344. Adding in a
Techniflow stainless steel performance exhaust and a low-restriction serviceable
air filter element releases 167kW and 543Nm…
All our enhancements are built around the highly-intelligent Unichip, which
improves the capability of the original engine computer. We also offer five
user-selectable maps, each one pre-programmed to your wants and needs and
activated by an unobtrusive switch.
If you’re planning on adding any kind of overlanding accessories or
modifications that’ll increase the weight of the vehicle and/or aerodynamic drag
then an upgrade of some kind is highly recommended.

TOYOTA HILUX/FORTUNER 3.0D4D –
RGM STAGE 3

TOYOTA HILUX/FORTUNER 3.0D4D –
RGM STAGE 3

(Power measured in kW on the wheels)

(Torque measured in Nm on the engine)

This time two years ago we were
putting the finishing touches to our
Golf7 R, which had been entered for
the Jaguar Simola Hillclimb. It was a
case of We Came, We Saw, We
Conquered: we left Knysna with a
trophy for victory in Class A2 for
four-wheel-drive, forced-induction,
four-cylinder road cars. and we
narrowly missed out on getting into
the Top 10 of King of The Hill,
eventually losing out so some
seriously exotic supercars…
And just so that you know, our
7R might be out of sight but it is
not out of minds…like Arnie said.
“I’ll be back…”

STRIP SEARCH!

Local dragstrips have been in the
news recently and it has been good
and bad. It seems that ODI is now
closed indefinitely after trouble with
residents invading the strip (some
apparently toting guns) and others
intimidating visitors and demanding
cash at the entrance. We suggest
steering clear of it until the situation
normalises – if it normalises.
On the good news front we can
confirm that Midvaal Raceway is
going strong again, thanks to the
hard work of local enthusiasts and
we also hear that Red Star Raceway
is building a drag strip.

BRAWN IN THE USA
Much of our focus recently has been on Mustang conversions and quite
frankly, we can’t produce them fast enough. But we’re not a one trick pony
and over the years we did many conversions on the Chevrolet Lumina,
both in sedan and pick-up guises.
But Chrysler and Jeep are very much part of our repertoire too (witness our
various offerings on Grand Cherokee SRT8, the Wrangler with the Pentastar
engine and the Chrysler 300C) and we can lay claim to offering some of the
fastest conversions on Detroit’s Big Three. And It doesn’t matter to us whether
you drive an SUV, an LDV or a sedan!
This picture essay celebrates living the American dream.

RUMOURS AREN’T TRUE!
Nissan won’t be canning the Z car
anytime soon and there are
developments underway. We have
a soft spot for the 350 and 370Z
(both of which we supercharged in
considerable numbers) and we’re
understandably excited about the
replacement – to be called 400Z.
This time round it’ll come with a
twin-turbo V6!

HAPPY CUSTOMER

SEELAN IS BELIEVIN’

We're proud to do business with the following partners: Stigworx, BMW Car Club,
Regent Racing, Toyota Club SA, Subaru SA, Unichip-Q, Vari brakes, Technizone, Novatune,
Eibach suspension, Roadworx, RMI, AA, Dent Express, A-Line Wheels, Drift Innovation,
VPS Midrand, Glutek, Indyoil, Ohlins, Sajco, Cazz Mania Signs and Fox Suspension.

Firstly, I would like to say a big thank
you for the work done on my GTI,
which comprised an induction system
and Plug and Play chip writes Seelan
Pillay.
My experience was as follows:
When I got to your workshop I was –
surprisingly – greeted by name by all
your staff and to me this was really
unexpected (in most other businesses
you get treated this way only if you
spend a small fortune) and from that
moment I was really extremely
impressed. So, on this note I would
like to say “Thank-you” as it really is
not often that a simple person off
the street gets this sort of
recognition and respect.
After this all of my requests were
handled with the utmost importance
and respectfully granted. I was also
treated to a tour of your impressive
workshop (I only wish I could own a
business like this) which was clean
and organised, with everything in its
place and a place for everything.
Every member of your staff
greeted me and acknowledge my
presence with a Hello or a smile
whilst on the tour.
The work done on my car is so
impressive I really cannot stop talking
about it to my friends. I cannot and
really do not want to stop driving my
car - the performance is truly more
than I expected.

